Does form follow function in trochlear dysplasia? Case report of patellar instability in a below-knee amputee
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A B S T R A C T

INTRODUCTION: Patellar instability can be considered as a rapidly increasing musculoskeletal subject of interest. It is now well accepted that multiple factors can produce this pathological condition, isolated, but more often in concert. One major static compound is found to be in trochlear dysplasia. It has been stated that the form of the trochlear surface is primary and genetically bilaterally determined already before use. According to these data, recurrent dislocation of the patella has been described as a hereditary disease with autosomal dominant transmission. Against this assumption, we hypothesize that subjects may devise a flattened trochlea when there is no significant biomechanical interplay and thus input between the patella and the distal femur during developmental growth; according to the assumption form follows function.

PRESENTATION OF CASE: In this context, we report the case of a 16-year-old male who previously suffered from a traumatic patellar dislocation during sporting activity in his below-knee amputated lower extremity, which occurred at age of 18 months. The patient was allocated with a high-grade trochlear dysplasia in his previously amputated limb, while presenting a normal trochlear shape at his healthy contralateral leg.

DISCUSSION: This rare case therefore represents the history of an individual with identical genetic predisposition and different biomechanical influences during childhood, which makes it of high clinical interest. In presence of trochlear dysplasia the patient suffered relaxation and concurrent subjective instability on the lower limb affected by the amputation which was treated with medial patellofemoral ligament (MPFL) plasty using an autologous gracilis graft.

CONCLUSION: One has to consider that a certain biomechanical input may be required for the development of a physiologic trochlear groove.

© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Surgical Associates Ltd.

Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.

1. Introduction

Patellar instability can be considered as a rapidly increasing musculoskeletal subject of interest. It is now well accepted that multiple factors can produce this pathological condition, isolated, but more often in concert.1 Furthermore it is now an accepted precondition to develop patellofemoral arthritis. One major static compound is found in trochlear dysplasia. While there is strongly increasing literary information on how and when to treat patellofemoral incongruence, the body of literature exploring the etiology of trochlear dysplasia is surprisingly sparse and foremost not finally concluding. It has been stated that the form of the trochlear surface is primarily and genetically bilaterally determined already before use.4,5,8,9,12 According to these data, recurrent dislocation of the patella has been described as a hereditary disease with autosomal dominant transmission.7 Against this assumption, we hypothesize that subjects may devise a flattened trochlea when there is no significant biomechanical interplay and thus input between the patella and the distal femur during developmental growth, according to the assumption form follows function. In this context, we report the case of a 16-year-old male who previously suffered from a traumatic patellar dislocation during sporting activity in his below-knee amputated lower extremity, which occurred at the age of 18 months. The patient was allocated with a high-grade trochlear dysplasia in his previously amputated limb, while presenting a normal trochlear shape at his healthy contralateral leg. This rare case therefore represents the history of an individual with identical genetic predisposition and different biomechanical influences during childhood, which makes it of high clinical interest. In the presence of trochlear dysplasia the patient suffered relaxation and concurrent subjective instability of the lower leg.
limb affected by the amputation which was treated with medial patellofemoral ligament (MPFL) plasty using an autologous gracilis graft.

2. Presentation of case

A 16-year-old male patient who previously underwent trauma-related below-knee amputation of the right leg as an 18-month old presented with the history of a first time acute patellar dislocation during skiing as a 15-year old. The patient was previously completely asymptomatic and highly active in competitive skiing and golf, well provided with a below-knee prosthesis. The patient, however, was without any significant mechanical load to his amputated limb between 18 and 36 months of age. Furthermore, application of the amputated extremity has always been much less, in particular during developing years, when compared to the other knee joint. Following conservative treatment a relaxation occurred while the patient was jumping from a wall with no significant trauma mechanism in generation. Both times the patella had to be relocated requiring medical attention. Hereon the patient described subjective instability during daily activity.

2.1. Clinical assessment

Clinical examination uncovered a straight long leg axis without signs of malrotation or genu recurvatum, but slightly hypotrophic thigh musculature when compared to the healthy contralateral side (Fig. 1). Patellofemoral articulation was painless and centered between 0 and 130° of knee flexion. The apprehension sign was positive between 0 and 30° of knee flexion, while the pathologic patella could be manually laterialized. Adequate stability was provided at higher degrees of flexion. The remaining knee examination revealed no further detectable pathologies.

2.2. Radiographic examinations

Radiographic examination identified a straight leg axis (Fig. 2), while the Patella skyline view at 30°, 60° and 90° of flexion revealed a flattened trochlea and a flattened patellar undersurface when compared with the left knee joint (Fig. 3). We made this observation even though being familiar with previous data presented on limitations of plain radiographic examination of the trochlea.\(^\text{10}\) Insall-Salvati was 1.42 in display of patella alta. Standard MRI clearly showed a high-grade trochlear dysplasia type C according to Dejour\(^\text{1}\) with a previously ruptured MPFL and no detectable cartridge damage (Fig. 4). The tibial tuberosity to trochlear groove (TTTG) distance was 10.1 mm. MR imaging of the contralateral knee illustrated normal patellofemoral articulation, normal MPFL and a TTTG of 4.7 mm with an Insall-Salvati of 1.35.

2.3. Surgical treatment

According to current guidelines and with respect to the reported specific patient history, the patient was skeletally mature at the time of operative intervention. Therefore we decided to proceed with an isolated MPFL replacement following gracilis tendon harvest from the uninjured knee. We felt against ipsilateral tendon harvest since the amputee stump had been revised several times due to wound considerations following amputation, and on MRI the hamstring complex appeared highly hypoplastic.

In supine decubitus initial diagnostic arthroscopy revealed a clearly flattened trochlea presenting with no identifiable sulcus and a medial-sided cliff appearing pattern as within trochlea dysplasia type D. This information contradicted previous collected MRI data. The patella was strongly laterialized in extension and tended to dip physiologically not before 30–50° of knee flexion.
Patellofemoral cartilage and the remaining joint appeared normal. Following contralateral tendon harvest we performed standard MPFL surgery as previously described. Final arthroscopy showed normal patellofemoral articulation already in full extension with full range of free motion and no signs of increased patellofemoral pressure (Fig. 5).

3. Discussion and conclusion

We present the case of a patient affected by one-sided trochlear dysplasia type C according to Dejour in a previously below-knee amputated knee joint at the age of 18 months. The contralateral knee joint was without pathologic abnormalities and in particular without trochlear dysplasia. Even though the patient was provided with a below-knee prosthesis approximately 18 months following the traumatic incident (at the age of 3 years), biomechanical input to the knee joint has never been comparable to that of the contralateral knee joint. Furthermore, there was no weight-bearing for 1.5 years during the crucial years in which infants start to walk. The patient was well reported that application of the amputated extremity has always been much less, in particular during developing years, when compared to the other knee joint. We assume that the patient’s right leg was rather used as a static bearing in full extension, with no or little weight applied during flexion moments. Thus, pressure of the patella on the trochlea as an articular counterpart was significantly reduced. However the patient managed to clearly increase deployment to get involved in semi-professional athletic activity in later moments of life.

With regard to these facts, the present case seems interesting to study a possible influence of abnormal biomechanics during childhood on the incidence of trochlear dysplasia and the anatomical shape of the anterior knee compartment. It is particularly interesting since normally and potentially genetically determined dysplasia has been reported to be both-sided.4

Until today there remains controversy regarding the development of the final patellofemoral joint, in particular when trochlear shape is considered. In the evolutionary history the configuration of the trochlea with deepened groove and lateral elevation followed

---

Fig. 3. Conventional skyline view radiographs displaying right-sided trochlear dysplasia (left on image) without significant lateral displacement. Patellofemoral architecture and alignment are normal at the left-sided knee joint.

Fig. 4. Axial MR imaging displaying high-grade trochlear dysplasia. insufficient MPFL, slightly tilting and shifting patella at right-sided knee joint (left on image). In comparison normal appearing patellofemoral condition at left knee joint. Cut-out depicting localizer on sagittal image, respectively.
the obliquity of the femur. Articular surface shape among mammals depends on type of locomotion. Among human adults the femoral diaphysis has a valgus obliquity angle of 8–10 degrees. Thus, the trochlea has an elevated lip on the lateral side with a deepened sulcus in order to avoid lateral displacement during early degrees of flexion. Findings of Doskocii and Garron point out that the joint surface morphology of the knee is determined very early during in utero life. In contrast to this, Tardieu pointed out that femoral obliquity is acquired through the process of learning to walk, being an epigenetic feature, and not by genetic determinism. In the human newborn, the femoral diaphysis is vertical. As a child starts to walk, the femoral obliquity angle develops between 1 and 7 years of age, inducing a secondary valgus of the extensor apparatus. Among non-walking children, as in the case presented here, this obliquity does not develop. Embryology has shown that the patellar anlage can be discovered within the quadriceps condensation in the 20 mm embryo or at 7.5 weeks of gestation. According to Walmesley, the patella acquires an articular surface in common with the distal femora after initial conformation. Further patella mechanical behavior results in determination, to an undescribed extent, of the final shape of the articulating trochlea. Post-partum, emergence of the complex patellofemoral articulation undergoes a constant development during growth. Nietosvaara has shown that the cartilaginous trochlear sulcus is already shaped at birth, but that the osseous trochlea gains depth during adolescence. We hypothesize that in this particular case the load of the leg in extension has contributed to the valgisation of the femur, but the absence of normal load and function of the femoropatellar joint favored the trochlear dysplasia.

While it has been previously reported that the final shape of the patella and trochlea is mostly genetically determined, we consider that trochlear deepening could also be strongly dependent on biomechanical input during growth. This hypothesis is underlined by the present case report. This consideration has been recently underlined by a rabbit animal model in which an artificially malpositioned patella during growth constrained physiological trochlear sulcus development in terms of depth when compared to control.
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